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Inspire your clients to sweeten

their style by popping a little
red into their luscious locks.
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Pastel

What Are Xtremers?
• Semi-permanent color containing
no ammonia
• Direct-dye colors so there’s no mixing 		
with developer
• Easy to apply straight from the bottle 		
with a twist-open cap

• Brilliant, longest-lasting color
• Most effective and vibrant on
pre-lightened hair
• Extra conditioning ingredients that
protect bleached hair and add
shine for luminous color

Create Pastels Too!

DIRECTIONS

Step 1
Select the Xtremers Color you
want to change to pastel.
Dispense a dime-size amount
into bowl.

Step 3
Spray entire head with PEQ
Porosity Equalizer to ensure
even color.

Step 2
Add 2oz. of Replenishing
Conditioner into the bowl
and mix well.

Step 4
Apply to pre-lightened hair
and place under a low dryer
to process for 20 minutes.
Follow remaining Xtremers
directions on the bottle.

For Full Color Xtremers Applications

NOTE: For both pastel and full color Xtremers applications, results are most
vibrant and consistent on pre-lightened hair.

Prep: Prevent staining by applying Tressa Protage to hairline, ears and any
exposed skin.
Apply: Wearing gloves, apply to evenly pre-lightened (a level 9 or 10) hair
utilizing foils to contain color. Spread product thoroughly for maximum deposit.
Do not apply to the scalp.
Process: Process 20 minutes at room temperature or under low dryer heat
(setting 1) for maximum intensity.
Rinse: Rinse foil section(s) in warm water away from face to prevent
color transfer to skin and untreated hair. Shampoo hair twice with Tressa
Replenishing Shampoo. Lock in color with Replenishing Conditioner.
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Mackenzie’s Formula

SECTIONING

Natural Level:
5 Med Brown

Step 1: Top Sectioning

Begin by taking a halo section from top
of ear to opposite ear. Create a diamond
section from center round to center flat with
point toward the face. Just behind the front
diamond, create two more triangles. Behind
the previous 2 triangles, create 2 larger
triangles from center top to center round.

Desired Level: 4
Tonal Value: G Gold

Pre-Lighten: To pale yellow using 3 scoops LITEnUP
Powder + 2oz 20 Vol Processing Cream
Color Formula 1: Colourage Permanent Gel Color
1oz 4G + 2oz 10 Vol Processing Cream

Step 2: Side Sectioning

Color Formula 2: Xtremers Pastel Pink
Applied to top foil section: 2oz Replenishing Conditioner
+ dime size of Xtremer Red

On either side just below top section,
create 2 small diagonal triangle
sections with the point facing up.

Color Formula 3: Xtremers Red
Applied to bottom foil section: Apply color straight
from bottle

Step 3: Back Sectioning
At center round, take a 3" wide triangle
section with point facing down toward
nape area; secure section.

PRELIGHTEN & COLOURAGE

You will place hair in foils, pre-lighten and then apply Colourage to all hair outside foils before applying Xtremers.
Process lightener to pale yellow.
Process Colourage 30 minutes. Keep
foiled hair separate during rinsing
to prevent color transfer. Shampoo
lightly with Replenishing Shampoo.
Towel dry.

Step 4: Pre-lighten & Colourage
Section off and secure the tip of the
front, side and center back triangles.
Place the pre-lighten formula inside
foils and place Color Formula 1 on
all hair outside foils.

XTREMER COLOR APPLICATION
Applying Pastel Pink and Red to slightly damp hair in foils
Step 5: Top Foils

Step 6: Side Foils

Step 7: Back Foils

Begin a ½" back from
hairline in front and take
a ½” to 1”subsection
and place Color Formula
2, half way down the
foil and complete with
Formula 3 from midlength
to ends. Slightly feather
the formulas together with
side of brush.

Place two backto-back foils in
center of section,
utilizing color
technique from top
section. Duplicate
on opposite side
section.

Place two sets of
back-to-back foils
in center of section.
Duplicate application
technique from top
section. Process 20
minutes or to desired
color intensity.
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